
HOW TO WRITE A THESIS SENTENCE GRADE 5

A thesis statement is usually one sentence that tells the main point of your piece of writing-research paper, essay, etc.
The thesis statement is then "proven".

Although this article might make you think that there is only one perfect thesis statement method, in fact, you
can write good thesis statements in several different ways; however, by following the method described here
you will learn an easy way to write a complex thesis idea that will not only impress your instructor but will
also help you to write your essay easily. We should wear school uniforms because they would help reduce
discipline, be cheaper than other clothing, and help create school pride. Have students write these difference in
their writing notebook. Is online gaming addictive? Instruct students that they will explore the website and
select a topic they would like to research and create a thesis statement for. Refer to class chart on thesis
requirements while deciding which sentence is the thesis statement. In the example above, each phrase starts
with the same sort of word: causes, makes, and leaves. Related Links:. Be a Juice Sleuth. Adjust as necessary.
Check the first word of each item. The moral of this novel is that love always wins. Question: How do you
write a thesis statement for a college application essay? Or choose passages individualized for your class.
Using a semicolon and transition word lets you how ideas relate contrast "however" or adding "moreover".
Those running for President should be held to a higher standard of ethical behavior. Invite a few pairs to share
out their understanding. Go to Readworks. Create a class chart with these differences. Some people think that
the cause of rising obesity is lack of individual self-control; however, the truth is that the growing waistlines
are caused by corporations that secretly add sugar to make foods more addictive; technology which has made
people less active, and more tied to their work; and portions sizes in restaurants, which have ingrained
overeating into our habits. Here is a sample: Because I have adopted siblings from China, I have an interest in
helping people who want to add to their family through adoption and would like to obtain an MA in social
work to be better prepared for this work. How to: How can you learn to like horror movies? Once students
understand their assignment, allow them to research their topic and create a thesis statement. Be sure to
reinforce the differences between a topic sentence and a thesis statement. The vaccine created by our team of
researchers is promising in the fight against the virus. Students often have a difficult time distinguishing
between the two. Example of Three-Pronged Thesis Statements: 1. Zoos should be banned because animals
need to remain in the wild, zoos cannot provide natural experiences for animals, and animals in zoos get sick
and die. Thesis Statement Examples Thesis Statement A thesis statement is usually one sentence that tells the
main point of your piece of writing-research paper, essay, etc. Using Colons in Lists Using a colon : before
your list helps you to make that list clearer. Refer to class charts. Evaluation: Does Recycling make a
difference? Try doing the last word before the colon with each phrase. Can online gaming train people to deal
with real-world problems? Create as many class thesis' as necessary for students to understand the concept of a
thesis. Source Using One Topic to Write 8 Questions Here is a sample of the different kinds of essay questions
you can come up with using the topic of "Horror Movies. Come to a class consensus of what a thesis statement
includes. How can you use the semicolon? After the video is shown, refer students to the last section of the
video where it highlights the differences between a topic sentence and a thesis statement. Common Sense is
the nation's leading nonprofit organization dedicated to improving the lives of kids and families by providing
the trustworthy information, education, and independent voice they need to thrive in the 21st century.
Argument: Should parents be concerned if their children are obsessed with horror movies? Look at subjects
that can be used to practice writing class thesis statements. Explaining: How does playing a sport affect young
people? Although many people scoff at the idea of movies as really influencing our behavior, in reality,
parents need to be concerned about what their children are watching because children often can't tell truth
from fiction, violent images desensitize us to real violence, and kids who watch violence obsessively may be
exhibiting signs of deeper emotional problems.


